
Our growing company is hiring for an oracle manager. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for oracle manager

Work with principal DBAs to drive new database technologies, features,
security, and tools
Attend project intake review sessions with IT and Business Units to scope
initiatives and align database resources to meet corporate objectives
Manage Oracle CMDB and Assess Management to maintain compliance
Evaluate Oracle and 3rd party tools and provide recommendations
Enhance and analyze Key Performance Metrics using OEM management
packs and Operating System monitors
Manage 24/7 team Incident Response to database alerts from production
monitoring tools and Command Center personnel
Optimize Oracle resource utilization by tuning queries, recommending
indexes, configuring database instance parameters, and user education
Maintain the integrity of data within the production environment including
the execution of proper backup and restoration policies, disaster recovery,
and procedures which provide point-in-time restore capabilities
Define and provide metrics on team accomplishments, effectiveness, and
efficiencies on a regular basis to include areas for improvement through
employee Performance Management
Manage career and performance development for team members to include
but not limited to one on ones, reviews, goals, time management, and
coaching

Qualifications for oracle manager

Example of Oracle Manager Job Description
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Able to develop marketing plans & drive the execution of marketing
initiatives & events to develop pipeline
Good business understanding of Industry Verticals – Consumer Business,
Public Sector, FSI etc will be an added advantage to be able to develop
industry-related value propositions in proposals, and conduct discussions with
senior management in the industry to drive services sales
Experience in leading or managing a pursuit team of an integrated and
diverse make-up
Proven track record of success to generate leads with an application software
vendor or a major professional services firm
Possess a good network with prospects and partners
Able to position broad spectrum of professional service offerings


